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I never could have done what I have done… without the
determination to concentrate myself on one subject at a time.
– Charles Dickens

Dear Reader,
Spring is fast upon us and the 2012 show season is gearing up to
exhaust everyone’s brains, energy, patience and budgets. Having
just returned from Fespa Digital in Barcelona we turn to face drupa
in Düsseldorf, which will be upon us in a matter of weeks. And in
between are all sorts of little events to tempt and distract us. Is so
much choice, coming with so much new information, a good thing?
For many people the range of information sources available, from
Tweets to trade shows is merely confusing. The surfeit of ideas and
opinions can indeed be overwhelming and mind numbing to the
point where one might be inclined to ignore the news and pretend
that there is no need to plan investment in the business.
But doing nothing is worse than being muddled, because markets
never sleep, wait or dawdle. Your business depends on your ability
to focus on what you want to achieve and how you want to achieve
it, that magic balance between commercial success and a happy
lifestyle. So keep your mind focussed and the myriad distractions
might just fade into so much digital noise.

In This Issue
Press controls
Continuing our series on how to implement the
ISO 12647-2 standard, Laurel Brunner looks at
the press itself and the steps that printers should
be taking to ensure that it’s up to the job. The
key lies in measuring its performance because
what you can measure, you can control.

see page 16
Fespa Digital Does the Job
Laurel Brunner jetted off to the Fespa Digital
show and found that there was much to see
there, despite many vendors clearly holding
back some of their fire for drupa. There was
plenty of new kit from Mimaki’s latex printer
to GMG’s ProductionSuite, as well as a healthy
emphasis on sustainability.

see page 22
CtP Update
These days computer to plate technology
has firmly established itself as the dominant
mainstream way of making plates. Nessan Cleary
talked to some of the major players to see what
the latest developments are in this sector.

see page 26
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around 675 A4 pages per minute. It relies on a twinengine configuration for duplexing and is said to be good
for up to 46m A4 pages monthly.

News Focus
Heidelberg will show a completely new sheetfed offset
press at drupa. The SX series will have 52, 74 and 102
models. They have a high level of automation including
an automatic washup device, static electricity eliminator,
and colour measuring instruments. They are also said
to be more environmentally friendly and can measure
and display the machine’s energy efficiency per 1,000
sheets for specific jobs during production. All SX presses
support alcohol-reduced/ alcohol-free printing and can
be supplied on a carbon-neutral basis.

Fujifilm will show a newly developed B2 inkjet press
targeted at the folding carton market. This appears to
be a variant of its Jetpress technology, first previewed at
the last drupa, albeit with a later generation of the Samba
printhead and a new Vividia UV ink.
Heidelberg is to rebadge the toner presses that it sells
from Ricoh, to give them its own Heidelberg Linoprint C
label. These will also be sold with a new Prinect Digital
Print Manager, presumably in an effort to distinguish
them from those sold by Ricoh. Heidelberg will also
rebadge the CSAT iTS600 narrow format inkjet machine
as the Linoprint L, having bought CSAT last summer. This
would seem to indicate that digital printing is gaining a
much more mainstream place within Heidelberg.

Quark has announced a new cloud-based service called
Brand Manager, which is effectively an online webto-print system. It allows marketing teams to create,
customise and order branded marketing material without
going through their own corporate IT department. It
runs natively on Microsoft’s Azure platform and can be
accessed by anyone with a web browser. The initial design
templates are put together using QuarkXPress, which
allows designers to tag items to determine what end users
can do.

Mimaki has launched two new latex printers, the 1.3
metre wide JV400-130LX and 1.6 metre wide JV400160LX. Mimaki has developed new aqueous resin-based
latex inks that require low heat to cure and so work with
heat sensitive materials. The printers use six colours plus
white. They have new long life piezo heads that deliver a 4
picolitre drop size with variable dots. Resolution is 900 x
900dpi and they can reach speeds of 18sqm/hr.

Océ has added a new ColorStream to its range of highspeed inkjet production presses. The ColorStream 3700 is
faster than the existing 3500, and is capable of 100 metres
per minute with a paper width of 540mm, which delivers

Spindrift

Océ has a new addition to its Arizona wide format range.
The Arizona 318 GL is an entry-level flatbed capable of
producing 18 sqm/hr, or roughly twenty 70x100cm
boards per hour. It takes rigid media up to 1.25 x 2.5
metres and up to 48mm thick. It’s built on the same
platform as the more expensive mid-production 360GT
but is around 35 percent cheaper. Options include white
ink and a roll media holder.
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Caldera has a new program, EasyTextile, for large
format printers that want to get into the printed fabric
market. It’s a plug-in for Photoshop which includes two
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which streamlines the process of creating an accuratelyrepeating pattern. It only integrates with Caldera’s own
RIP solutions.
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Epson has launched a new wide format “eco-friendly”
printer, the SureColor SC-S30600. This 64ins roll-fed
machine features the next generation of Epson’s TFP
micropiezo printheads and uses a new ink, UltraChrome
GS2, which can be used without ventilation. It can run at
29.4 sqm/hr but this speed drops to 7.3 sqm/hr for best
quality work.

brands. Volly is a secure digital delivery service which
means that documents can be sent to an electronic inbox
rather than being printed. Volly also allows for automated
actions such as paying bills sent to your inbox. Currently
it’s only available in the US.
Heidelberg has published its third quarter figures up
to the end of 2011. This shows orders of €2 billion and
sales of €1.8 billion after nine months, four percent down
on the same period of the previous year. Net financial
debt fell slightly but there was still an overall loss of
€79 million. CEO Bernard Schreier commented that the
economic conditions had affected the business, adding:
“Nevertheless, consistent cost management has ensured
that the operating result in the third quarter is positive and
on the whole in line with the scaled down expectations.”

Mimaki has announced version 6 of its RasterLink RIP
software. This offers an improved user interface over
previous versions, including intuitive icons that make
selection of options easy for users, a single-window
approach to selection of all options, and the ability to
monitor printing progress from the main screen. It can
also simulate colours in Photoshop and Illustrator.
Mimaki has also unveiled a brand new wide format
sublimation printer, the TS500-1800, together with a new
Sb300 ink. It’s a six-colour machine with a maximum
speed of 105 sqm/hr. It features a mist removal filter,
which suctions ink inside the printer, and a degassing
module to prevent any bubbling in the ink that might
block the nozzles. Maximum print width is 1890 mm
with resolution up to 1200 dpi.

Xanté has updated its iQueue workflow to version 6
in order to support its new wide format printer, the
Excelagraphix 4200. This 42 ins Memjet powered inkjet
printer was announced last year in the States but has now
become commercially available. The iQueue 6 workflow
lets users manage multiple projects, match spot colours
and track consumables.

Inca Digital has added a new productivity mode to the
Onset S20 high speed wide format printers. There’s a new
20-pass print mode, in addition to the existing 12, 16 and
25 pass modes - the latter has also been sped up. These
enhancements are free upgrades and are compatible with
the Wasatch, Colorgate and Caldera RIPs used with the
Onset.

Zund has revealed a new line of cutters, the S3, which are
smaller than its G3 tables, as well as being very fast. These
can handle a wide range of materials, including textiles,
vinyls, films, thinner plastics, and cardboard. There are
optional creasing tools and a 300W router insert. The
series will start with six machines, ranging from 1330x800
mm, up to the top of the range 1800x1600 mm.

GMG has launched its ProductionSuite software,
essentially a workflow for large format users. It builds on
GMG’s proven wide format proofing know-how married
with Aurelon’s PrintFactory technology, which GMG
bought last year. It’s a modular system, having an Editor,
which can do most tasks from editing a design to adding
grommet marks, as well as SmartProfiler for creating and
editing colour profiles. There’s also a RIP and PrintStation,
which supports over 800 output devices.

Océ has announced a new portfolio of technical
document printers. This includes the Plotwave 350, a
large format monochrome printer that users can print to
from a cloud server using a smartphone or tablet via WiFi.
It uses Océ’s radiant fusing technology and can print six
A1 plots in an hour. There’s also the Colorwave 650, a
colour printer using CrystalPoint technology capable
of producing 225 A1 prints per hour. Finally, there’s a
Plotwave 900, which has evolved from the TDS800 as a
very fast, high quality monochrome printer.

Pitney Bowes’ Volly service has picked up pace with the
news that it has signed 40 strategic alliances with third
party mailers representing some 5000 companies and

Glunz & Jensen has updated its popular Raptor plate
processor. The new Raptor+ has been modernised with
6
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a new GNUC II electronics interface, allowing for better
integration with most plate suppliers’ applications. It also
comes as standard with added extras including cooling
unit, hand shower and drain manifold.

sharing in an app custom-built for tablets. There are five
other Touch apps, based on Creative Suite applications,
currently on Android but expected to arrive on the iPad
later this year.

Lucid Dream Software has added a wiki to its ArtAffirm
PDF online editor. The wiki is to help printers convince
customers as to what constitutes a print-ready PDF and
what things need to be changed in their files. It will also
help customers correct their files if they fail a preflight
test.
Bubok, a website devoted to self-publishing books, has
expanded into the UK. It works by taking a percentage of
the cover price, with no upfront fees. There’s no software,
users just upload their book in pdf, doc or ppt formats, set
up a title and synopsis and choose the binding and cover
design. Books can be set up as ebooks or printed books,
with each book printed on-demand. Bubok has partnered
with Amazon in Spain and is hoping to do the same in
the UK.
EFI has updated its PrintMe Mobile to version 2.1, which
provides greater flexibility to integrate with diverse
network, security and communications infrastructures
and make installation even easier. PrintMe Mobile is a
cost-effective, scalable and secure on-premises mobile
printing software solution that is easy to use, deploy,
support and manage and supports direct WiFi printing
for tablets and smartphones.
Apple has shown off an early version of its next Mac
OS X upgrade, code named Mountain Lion, available
as a preview for registered developers. It continues the
integration with the mobile iOS and with Apple’s iCloud
service. It adds familiar iOS features such as Messages,
Reminders, Twitter integration and the Notification
Centre.
Adobe has made its Photoshop Touch available to the
iPad 2 now, via the App Store. This offers core Photoshop
features, as well as new capabilities for creating and
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News Analysis
Last week X-Rite, together with its partners Sun Chemical
and Esko, announced a new system for ensuring accurate
colour management from design to output across a range
of different printing types, reducing the huge variation
that can currently be found between different processes
and substrates.
This new system, PantoneLive, is an online cloud-based
solution, which gives users access to colour data for
hundreds of thousands of colours as well as various
workflow tools. Custom and bespoke spectral data,
as well as metadata, can be used to digitize brand
colours. Digitized palettes are then expanded to create

Dr Francis Lamy, chief technology officer for X-Rite, explains the
technology underpinning PantoneLive.

PantoneLive database starts at €76 for a designer, and
€1,540 for production. A colour audit for a brand owner
starts at €3,460, with additional fees for other services. It
will be available from June 15. Further details from www.
pantone.com/live.

independent colour standards to allow for accurate
colour reproduction on a variety of substrates. Customers
can approve colours from a web-based portal. The main
format underlying the system is X-Rite’s CXF, which is
currently going through the process of becoming an ISO
standard.
The key to the system will be X-Rite’s ability to attract
partners and to build a truly inclusive eco-system. For
now Sun Chemical has signed up as the preferred ink
supplier, and has licensed its SmartColour database to the
project, though other ink manufacturers should also be
able to take account of the ink formulations. In addition,
PantoneLive is also integrated into Esko’s various workflow
solutions, with both companies having worked with X-Rite
to develop the system.
Windmöller & Hölscher, a leading supplier of flexographic
central impression and rotogravure printing presses, has
signed up to represent the flexible packaging industry,
while GMG is also on-board for proofing. There’s a
flexible API that allows other developers to jump aboard,
and there’s already a plug-in for the Adobe Creative Suite.
For now the system will only work with spot colours but
Dr Sonia Megert, who heads up Pantone’s new Digital
Business Unit, says that process colours will be added to
the system shortly.
Anyone using the system, from designers to printers
will have to pay an annual license fee. Access to the
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drupa Watch
Ricoh has launched its Carbon Balanced Printing
programme and expects to have some implementations
to report at drupa. The programme is part of Ricoh’s
Business Driver programme and involves a comprehensive
evaluation of a print business, plus a plan to improve the
environmental footprint.
The rationale behind this programme is that print
buyers and consumers are increasingly aware of their
environmental responsibilities. They are also looking for
added value when investing in print media so anything
that helps their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
messaging is a good thing. They want to work with printers
they can trust to manage environmental impacts and they
want assurance that materials, energy and processes used
in print media production are sustainable. This is what
Ricoh’s Carbon Balanced Printing is all about.

Graham Moore, Director Business Development in Ricoh
Europe, confirms: “Print service providers do not need to
face the challenges of expanding into some of these new
business areas alone.”

It starts with an evaluation of the business and an
optimisation plan, which we have helped Ricoh to develop.
The programme is a structured approach to Greenhouse
Gas Emissions (GHG) reduction and it conforms to
the principles of ISO 14064 for the quantification and
reporting of GHG emissions.
There are three steps involved: assessment and
establishing quick fixes; analysis which provides the basis
of the carbon calculation and identifies what should be
included in the study; and optimising, which is essentially
implementing improvements.
There is a final stage whereby companies can offset
those emissions that cannot be avoided through carbon
offsetting, which Ricoh prefers to call neutralising.
Print service providers can work with Ricoh to purchase
Ricoh’s Certified Emission Reduction certificates derived
from clean energy projects within the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, in which
Ricoh invests.
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We could have written a long treatise about the joys of
colour management. But instead we used the mug for
tea.

Picture This
Every year Pantone picks a colour to represent that year,
which then goes on to influence designers working on
everything from fashion to home furnishings. The colour
for 2012 is Tangerine Tango or Pantone 17-1463, as
reflected in this mug.
Ron Potesky, senior vice president and general manager
at Pantone, explained: “We have people at Pantone who
look at trends such as what colours are hot, or cool. This
year we picked Tangerine Tango as a short term colour.
This is based on a consensus of colour experts from
around the world who choose the colour based on what
they see in the market and what’s happening politically
and economically. We picked Tangerine Tango because
it’s a very upbeat, robust and emotional colour”

Green Shoots
Guardian News & Media (GNM), one of the UK’s leading media
companies is reassessing its supply chain management to
reduce the environmental impact of its “digital first” policy
which accounts for 80% of revenues.
Fespa Digital had a section of its show floor devoted
to Planet Friendly Printing. Printers were able to get
free independent advice from leading environmental
consultants and learn more about the steps they can
take to reduce energy costs, improve waste handling and
improve their profitability. We hope we see more of this
type of initiative.
Caldera has introduced a carbon calculator for wide
format printing to its RIP Version 9. At the moment this
tool is at best rudimentary, however it is a harbinger for
RIP technologies. RIP V9 is an Adobe APPE implementation
that includes various modules. Costview is a world first and

We know that Spindrift readers will immediately see the
problem here. As Robin Meyers points out on page 9,
there is no effective ICC profiling for digital cameras. This
image was taken on a DSLR, under flashlight, using Nikon’s
uncompressed NEF Raw format, and then processed in
Adobe Camera Raw. It was saved as a 16-bit image in
Photoshop with a ProPhotoRGB profile applied.

measures both production costs and environmental impact
based on media and ink consumption using emissions data
from “a French database”.
Lynx, a relatively new arrival on the wide format printing
scene, has developed a new bio ink. Lynx Bio Ink is based
on Ethyl Lactate, which is biodegradeable but is said to
offer excellent scratch resistance and external durability.

Needless to say, there was more than ∆E1.5 difference
between the actual mug and the one on the screen. (∆E1.5
being the minimal amount of variation that becomes
perceptible to the human eye.)

EcoPrint, the new industry event exclusively focused on
print’s environmental impact and which takes place in
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Berlin this September has signed up over fifty exhibitors.
The list includes Heidelberg and HP and pre-registrations
for the event are running higher than expected according
to the organisers.
Mimaki has become a sponsor of Pertama, a Sumatran
tiger that lives in the Barcelona zoo. Mimaki has set up the
Mimaki Nature Education programme which in addition to
adopting Pertama provides extensive support for the tiger
and its international breeding programme.
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland has helped develop
a new foam forming technology for creating recyclable and
light weight wood fibre products. VTT’s technology manager
Janne Poranen explains: "The foam forming technology
requires significantly less water than conventional paper
and board manufacturing. In foam forming large amounts
of air is mixed to fibre furnish which makes possible to
achieve unique product properties. Technology reduces
water and energy consumption while saving raw material.
Laboratory results from the Forestcluster programmes
have shown potential for remarkable fibre savings."



For more green news, check out
The Verdigris Project:

V

http://verdigrisproject.com
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wanted precision and quality. One way to gain speed was
to make calculations based on Look Up Tables (LUTs),
already in use and well proven, but more rigid in structure.
An algorithm-based solution is more flexible and has the
potential to be more accurate, if refined.

An Interview
A pioneer in digital imaging – Robin
Myers

We can compare with the development of fonts at the
time – before Postscript and the use of spline curves
(Bezier curves) fonts were made up of bit maps, which

We at Digital Dots can truly say that we were early adopters
of Apple ColorSync, and have pursued digital colour
imaging ever since. So it was an honour and a delight
when we had the chance to have a chat with Robin Myers,
former member of the Apple Color Imaging Research
Group. We have had the nagging feeling that not very
much is happening to advance colour management
today, and wanted to ask Mr Myers of his views on what is
needed, and what could possibly be done.
First some background: Back in the mid eighties, when
personal computers were still new, many of the printers
were still only monochrome, and the task of handling
colour was supposed to be the preserve of high end
proprietary systems. There was a clear gap in what could
be done in desktop publishing systems. Apple saw this,
and looked for ways to fill that gap.
In 1988 Robin Myers worked for Versatec, a subsidiary of
Xerox, and had developed and patented an algorithm for
colour matching. His colleague Gary Starkweather had
just left another Xerox company, the PARC R&D centre, for
Apple where he was working on a solid wax inkjet printer.
If you know your digital printing history Starkweather is
the inventor of the laser printer.

Robin Myers is the ’Digital Wizard’ behind Apple ColorSync.
But in the turmoil when Apple abandoned the old Mac OS 9 in
favour of the Next Step based Mac OS X, a suggested algorithm
based improvement of ColorSync never happened. By then Mr
Myers had already left Apple. Photography by Louis Meluso

He saw the potential in Myers’ work, and hired him into
the printer development team. Soon Starkweather left the
printer project for Apple’s research division, the Advanced
Technology Group. There he formed a new group, The
Color Imaging Research group, adding another engineer,
John Dalton, to the troika. ColorSync would later emerge
from this group.

were inflexible and non-scaleable. While ColorSync1
was based on Robin Myers’ colour algorithm, the later
update to ColorSync2 was a change back to LUT-based
calculations. We asked Robin Myers why this was, what
happened?

But it took time to coordinate the efforts of the hardware
division, the page description section (working on the
QuickDraw imaging technology), and the pure colour
imaging section. The hardware people wanted simplicity
and speed for the print engines, and the imaging people

He explained: “Two software groups made implementations of the colour matching algorithm; one in the
6
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Peripherals Division, the other was the QuickDraw
GX group. The Peripheral implementation was a
partial implementation, the GX one incorporated the
full algorithm. Unfortunately, the Peripheral group’s
implementation won the internal political battle for
incorporation into the system software. This version did
not work as well as the full algorithm, so when it was
released in 1993 (yes, it took 5 years to get this out) as
ColorSync1, I was too embarrassed by it to present
any talks or papers. Instead I hoped that the release of
QuickDraw GX, containing the full algorithm, would
eventually replace the flawed one. This did not happen.”

rarely share!). It was housed in the Marble Palace and in
2002, when I last visited, was still operating there, creating
publications for the Russian State Museum.”
Meanwhile the LUT-based approach had become the
technology which dominated the thinking in the ICC
consortium. Heidelberg had helped Apple create the
CMM that was to dominate everyday colour management
among printers, designers and publishers. We have a
feeling that an improved, enhanced colour matching
module, algorithm-based, could have made a big
difference to push modern colour management even
further. But this never happened. We asked Myers for his
views on todays colour management? He commented:
“To the present, I think a case could be made that the ICC
is no longer relevant. A bold statement, but in many ways
it is true.”

As we now know, not getting QuickDraw GX out was not
the only problem for Apple at this period in time. Steve
Jobs had been forced to quit by John Sculley, and the
previously much loved Apple computers, reliable and
easy to use, started to get a reputation for being inferior,
both in regard to the operating system and when it came
to reliability of the hardware in general. The update of the
older Mac OS was abandoned, and instead Steve Jobs
was asked to come back.

At this point Myers emailed us a long list to illustrate the
current state of affairs:
• iPods changed the way music is consumed, they also
can play videos.

With him he brought his new OS the Next OS, and there
wasn’t room for QuickDraw GX. Even worse – whatever
plans there were to update the colour imaging from a
LUT-based approach, to a revised algorithm approach,
also drowned in the acute measures needed to save
Apple. Finally, in 1997, after working on colour imaging
development for cameras and new printing technologies,
Robin Myers found that his department was shut down.
His period at Apple was over.

• iPhones changed the direction of smart phones. Every
smart phone has one or more cameras, a colour display
which can show images, both still and video. Smart phone
applications are available that use the phone as a colour
sensor.
• iPads are changing many things; light weight portable
computing, media consumption, publishing, now even
classroom instruction.

So, we asked, what did you do, did you find anywhere
where your knowledge and experience in digital imaging
was needed?

• Yet iOS does not contain ColorSync or any colour
management technology. The videos, images, and colours
presented on the iPod, iPhone and iPad are undefined as
to colour appearance.

He replied: “I had represented Apple in the Open Systems
Color Association (OSCA) both as chairman of the scanning
committee and on the Board of Directors. OSCA was
formed to establish quality standards and certifications for
the graphic arts industry. I also participated in discussions
with several museums concerning their imaging
requirements. This led to my establishing an imaging
and printing centre in St. Petersburg, Russia, for the use
of the museums there (before I found out that museums

• Most digital cameras, both amateur and professional,
usually produce their images in sRGB, a standard based
on obsolete CRT technology, or Adobe 1998 RGB, also
based on CRT technology.
• Because the ICC profile format uses tables, which
are created by sampling known colours under a given
6
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Robin Myers still contributes to the development of colour management, among other things with the SpectraShop software. This is
an excellent tool for analysing spectral measurements of all kinds.

illumination, cameras must create a profile for each
lighting situation to produce the best colour matching.
This is only practical for studio shooting situations. This
type of profile is objective in nature and does not allow for
subjective adjustments.

• LCD panels are the dominant monitor technology. The
primary illumination used for these panels are fluorescent
and LED, both of which do not natively produce a D50
white point, which is the requirement for ICC profiles.
• Calibrating an LCD panel to D50 often results in a
yellowish or pinkish cast which leads most users to use a
bluer white point of D65, or the native white point, which
can be much higher in CCT. Since the ICC demands a D50
white point for all profiles, all colours must be converted

• Due to the ICC profile requirements regarding camera
profiles, most profile software vendors have abandoned
the ICC format for the DNG profile format, where
subjective adjustments are the norm.
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from the internal D50 representation to the monitor’s
calibrated white point prior to display.

pessimism. So, we asked: “Is there hope, despite the
picture we see now?”

• Images on the Web are assumed by most browsers to be
sRGB, which is D65-based, unless they have an attached
profile, which some browsers simply ignore. So the ICC’s
D50 requirement is not in agreement with common usage.

Myers says: “Yes, I think we can be, and should be,
optimistic about the future, but right now ’Colour’ is
descending back into the tar pit it was in more than two
decades ago before I worked on my first colour matching
algorithms. Sales of smart phones and tablet devices are
increasing daily. The rise of these devices, through the
use of applications (apps to the linguistically lazy) has
also led to their use for computing anywhere, anytime.
The idea Alan Kay expressed in the mid-1990s at Apple
of “ubiquitous computing” is now realised. But without
colour management they are crippled for imaging. What
is needed is ubiquitous, transparent colour management.

• The ICC requires that input device colours be converted
to a truncated Lab space before they are converted to
the destination device’s colour space. This can result
in colours being changed (clipped) prematurely, even
though the destination device may be able to display the
original colour.
• This last item is why many printers are using device link
profiles which directly convert from source to destination

“We, the technologists, need to make colour just work
properly for everyone on any colour device without
requiring the user to get involved. To get this to
happen we need better colour presentation devices,
better colour measurement devices, new or improved
colour metric standards, better information from colour
device manufacturers, and most importantly, imaging
consumption devices (phones, tablets, et cetera) that
have abilities built-in to allow images and colours to be
accurately presented.”

without the intermediate conversion and clipping.
• The ICC’s table format allows it to adapt to a variety of
non-linear situations, but is also bound to the conditions
used to make the tables. When an ICC profile is used in
a situation for which it was not intended, the results are
often unacceptable.
So, all in all there are lots of areas where colour
management could be improved. We asked Myers if he
knew of any company or organisation that has plans to
move in this direction?

On this more positive note we thank Robin Myers for his
time and his input. We should also add that he now runs a
small software company for colour related products, and
we are avid fans of his SpectraShop software and we hope
to come back soon with a review of the recently released
version 4. We will also take Myers’ thoughts to our hearts
and be on the lookout for advances in the digital imaging
arena which might improve some of the areas he points
out.

“I have heard rumours that the ICC is considering some
changes to allow for more adaptability, but standards
committees move abysmally slow. Like glaciers before
global warming. So in many ways the ICC format is either
obsolete, too inflexible, or simply ignored. The only place
where the rigidity of the ICC profile is still useful is in the
printing industry. There are issues though with printer
profiles relating to paper optical brightening and viewing
illuminant. Hence my questioning the ICC’s relevancy to
current imaging,” Myers concluded.
We at Digital Dots are already a little pessimistic about
the future, when it comes to colour accuracy and colour
predictability in the new publishing workflows, on new
publishing devices. Myers’ view seems to confirm this
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processing raw files and adding metadata. It’s built around
a database that keeps track of changes to image files
and makes accessing images very fast. However its one
major weakness is that it can be a bit of a chore to track
images if you subsequently move files around, as many
professionals do, say from a hard drive for processing to
a RAID for archiving.

A Review
Lightroom 4 beta
For the last couple of months Adobe has been running
a public beta of version 4 of its Lightroom program,
which we’ve been playing with for a while, although the

For this version Adobe has tweaked the underlying
processing engine, which overall seems to produce more
pleasing images. However, although images that have
been edited in previous versions can be updated to the

final version was released just yesterday. Lightroom is a
photo editing tool that has rapidly established itself as
a favourite amongst many professional photographers,

The Lightroom interface hasn’t changed much though there are new processing sliders that allow for much more localised controlled
over your images.

despite the fact that most of the target market already
has access to Photoshop and Bridge.

new processing engine, you may notice some changes so
best to avoid batch processing of older images.

With Lightroom Adobe has pulled off the neat trick of
developing a program that for many people will satisfy all
of their photo editing tools, while for others it is a useful
complement to Photoshop. Many professionals will keep
Lightroom on a laptop for quickly assessing images,

Thanks to the new processing engine, there are now
more precise editing options. The Basic develop module
loses its Recovery, Fill Light and Brightness sliders but
gains new Highlights, Shadows, Whites and Blacks which
gives much more localised editing. The Brightness slider
6
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Lightroom now gains geotagging through Google maps, handy if you want to share your photos on services like Facebook or Flickr
that can read the GPS data and show where the photo was taken.

has gone but the Exposure controls appear a little more
refined.

There’s a new Book module, which lets you put together
photobooks right from within Lightroom, complete with
templates. The books can be printed via Blurb or output
as PDFs and sent to a printer of choice.

Fortunately Lightroom has now gained soft proofing so
you can see a final output preview and test different colour
spaces or printer profiles. Strangely there doesn’t seem to
be any support for CMYK colour profiles, something we
can only hope will be sorted for the final release.

Version 4 also gains GPS tagging, courtesy of Google
Maps. It can read location metadata if your camera
supports that, or you can drag images to the map to
geotag them manually.

It does have better support for video, hardly any surprise
given that just about every DSLR now boasts high
definition video recording. Mousing over a file will scrub
through the clip and you can play back the clips from
within Lightroom. You can set the in and out points for
video clips and carry out basic colour grading, including
white balance and exposure changes. You can edit a single
frame and then apply all those changes to an entire clip.

There are handy tips that pop up for each new feature
that you use which step you through the relevant process,
which is quite a nice touch. The interface itself is familiar
and designed to take users through a typical workflow,
which makes it fairly easy to use.
You will need a fairly up-to-date computer to run it on,
which for Mac users means a 64-bit Intel Mac, which
hopefully means that it will run on the next generation of

It’s not a video editor but it’s enough to let you prepare
clips on a laptop before you get back to base.
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OS X, Mountain Lion, due out later this summer. For PC
users will find that it’s time to put their XP machines out to
pasture, with Vista or Windows 7 required.
The beta was fairly unstable and crashed routinely, again
something that we’re sure that Adobe will have fixed for the
final release. Lightoom’s a mature program and this release
doesn’t have that many new features, though it’s certainly
a very easy and well thought out program. The improved
editing options were a joy to use and the geotagging
feature was particularly useful. Having recently halved the
price of the earlier version, Adobe has now lowered the
price of the new version further, down to around €125,
bringing it much closer to its direct competitor, Apple’s
Aperture. It also comes with an attractive upgrade option
to Photoshop of around €230. It’s also worth noting that
the Creative Suite and Photoshop are due an update in
the next couple of months.
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Press controls

Standardised Print Production
(SPP)

Standardised Print Production
(SPP) Part Two: Setting up the
Press

Digital Dots’ Standardised Print Production (SPP)
aims to provide printers and print buyers with defined
implementation guidelines for compliance to ISO 126472. The part of SPP summarised here and available online
covers everything publishers and printers need to control
their presses for high quality, cost effective production.

This is part two of our series explaining how to
implement ISO 12647-2 for offset lithography
process control. The Digital Dots Standardised Print
Production (SPP) method underlies certification
schemes in Sweden and in the UK, but is designed
to provide guidance for all stages of print media
production and for any certification scheme. We
hope that the complete series, will provide print
media professionals and their customers with a
useful resource.

The SPP procedure obviously follows ISO 12647-2 and is
consistent with established certification schemes based
on the standard. SPP integrates the core elements of ISO
9001 (requirements for quality management systems)
with ISO 12647-2, so that users can address quality
control and management throughout the organisation,
not just on press.
It does not require a full ISO 9001 implementation, but
it does have some critical components in line with the
British and Swedish certification scheme requirements.
These relate to measurements, analysis, improvements,
planning, customer satisfaction, and control of nonconforming products, ie those that are substandard. All
of these are vital for successful and systematic quality
control and colour management. We believe they are also
vital for a modern print company’s competitiveness and
profitability.

These overview articles complement more detailed guides
which are available on our website. Together they provide
the information needed by management, prepress, press

A Word on Digital Presses
There has been much hoo-hah lately amongst ISO
standards developers about the development of
standards for digital printing. But while ISO geeks beat
their breasts and tear at their generally thinning hair,
the market is getting on with process control for digital
printing. We believe that the market will win this battle
and that it is ISO’s job, and ours as contributors to the
work, to develop standards that all sectors can use.

ISO 12647-2 in Context
ISO 12647-2 is one of several parts in the ISO 12647
series, which provides the control parameters for various
printing processes, with each part specific to a different
printing method. ISO 12647-2 is the part for high quality
offset lithography, the most widely implemented in the
market. Various entities, such as the British Printing
Industries Federation, the Swedish Printers’ Federation,
FOGRA in Germany and UGRA in Switzerland have
developed certification procedures, with more or less
rigour.

The digital printing standards work currently underway
will eventually bear fruit but in the meantime, there are
numerous digital printers working towards ISO 12647-2
compliance. Whether they should or not is up to them,
not the ISO committee members, whose task it is to
respond to market needs.

and business owners to understand how to go about
implementing ISO 12647-2. We also hope that this work
will further encourage the industry to use ISO 12647-2,
for higher quality colour print media results.

These schemes are the basis of various accreditation
procedures, some of which are audited by independent
auditors and some of which are not. A printing company
successfully fulfilling the requirements of an ISO 12647-2
6
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accreditation scheme receives a certificate confirming its
achievements. The certificate’s value depends, of course,
on who has done the certifying and the scope of their
authority. Print buyers are understandably cautious of
certifications provided by organisations that also provide
consulting services to the company.

assurance that service providers can consistently achieve
a specified output quality measured and judged to a robust
compliance scheme. This in turn helps print buyers ensure
value for money and to select print service providers on
the basis of proven and qualified competence.

The Nitty Gritty Stuff: Press
Ahead

The work we have done at Digital Dots is not to come
up with our own certification procedures, but to work
with the Swedish Printers Federation and the BPIF to
assist in the development of their national certification
schemes. Both schemes are audited by external specialist
standards auditors, rather than industry consultants or
associations. We are also working within ISO to develop a
standard for schemes used worldwide to certify a printer’s
compliance to the ISO 12647 series and others. This will
hopefully improve print buyer confidence and print’s
competitiveness.

The most crucial part of certification is the press. The SPP
procedures require validation of all printing parameters
and of the printed results. It is important to validate
that the press is set up correctly and that its settings are
reflected in the prepress input data. Checks should be

Compliance, Conformance,
Certification
There are many ways in which a printer can promote
their quality control procedures and compliance with
ISO 12647-2. Compliance or conformance is a simple
claim that states that a printing company follows the
primary process parameters and technical requirements
of a standard, such as ISO 12647-2. But this does not
necessarily guarantee quality results. For instance, some
developers and industry associations have their own
procedures and issue certificates for conformance.

To print according to standards assumes that the ink you
purchase is proven to be compliant with the ISO standard 2846.
Not all ink manufacturers seem to deliver this.

A far more accountable option is certification to the
standard by an accredited and qualified external audit
company. Such organisations are dedicated to industry
standards certification and regulated by government
bodies. The work they do is objective, devoid of
vested interest and overseen by external organisations
independent of industry sectors. Their audits are robust
and demanding, which enhances their value for printers
and print buyers.

made of the dampening solution as well as print specific
parameters such as registration, slur, doubling, toning,
density variations between ink zones, and trapping.
All of these obviously influence final output quality.
Achieved colorimetric values in print should be compared
to the target values of the standard, according to the paper
type used. It is also necessary to document responsibilities
and procedures for calibration and maintenance of
measuring devices.

Certification can also be an incidental aid to cost control
because compliance with a rigorous management and
production scheme helps get production and related
factors under complete control: what one can measure,
one can control. Certification also gives print buyers

If a digital press is used the front end must be capable
of processing incoming PDF/X files, including correct
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calibration and linearisation of the press. As for the rest, if
the digital press can achieve the target values as outlined
in 12647-2 then it is a candidate for formal certification.

Color Initiative) or FOGRA. However even using the same
measurement or characterisation data, the ICC profiles
could produce quite different results on the separated
images. Factors influencing these variations are the black
generation settings and maximum tone value sum allowed
(sometimes referred to as TIC, Total Ink Coverage, or TAC,
Total Area Coverage). Depending on how the ICC profiles
are created and the selected settings, even using the same
characterisation data (e.g., the FOGRA 39 normalised
characterisation data), the appearance of the printed
images can vary quite substantially.

Reference Data and Tolerances
The 12647-2 standard contains references to specified
aim values for the process-colour solids (primaries), and
for two-colour overprints (secondaries) and a threecolour overprint (C+M+Y). For real life colour separation
of images a much more extended colour reference is

The tolerances referred to in the ISO 12647-2 standard
only relate to the measured solids for the primaries,
secondaries and a three-colour overprint (mentioned
above), and use the ∆E (Delta E) formula for colour
difference. The formula used is the original 1976 formula
using straight CIE Lab-values. Since 1976 more advanced
formulas for calculating colour differences have been
introduced, so if the printer uses formulas other than ∆E,
this should be clearly communicated to the customer.
The reference values used for selected ICC profiles should
also be communicated. A good starting point is the
Characterisation Data Registry at the ICC website (http://
color.org/registry2.xalter).

Paper
The ISO 12647-2 standard defines five paper types based
on CIE Lab values for the paper whiteness. Gloss, ISO
brightness and weight are also specified.
Test forms used for characterisation (creating ICC
profiles) are often only printed single sided and
commonly measured with white background. However
black backgrounds are used for lighter weight substrates
and to mitigate the effect of the surface under a sheet. ISO
12647-2 has reference values for both black and white
backing in the measuring process.

Before trying to meet the ISO-standard in regard to matching
both colour aim values, and stay within the tolerances for TVI
(Dot Gain), the press needs to be fully serviced and work at it’s
optimum capacity.

required. This is provided by test forms that are compatible
with ISO 12642, often referred to as IT8 test forms, but
the ECI2002 test form is frequently used. ICC profiles are
created by measuring such test forms.

Ink
Paper types 1 and 2 share many common characteristics
and can be handled as a single type, so the same ICC
profile can be used. This means that for the five ISO
defined paper types there are four different colour gamuts.
The boundaries for these colour gamuts can be plotted in

Custom made ICC profiles should then conform to the
ISO 12647-2 standard. Alternatively the printer and
publisher can decide to use standardised ICC profiles,
created by organisations such as Adobe, ECI (European
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a 3D space using the obtained values for the primaries,
secondaries, black, overprint black (C+M+Y) and paper
white.

when using CTP. They are however a useful reference for
building ICC profiles.
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Although the Lab values for secondaries and overprint are
important, they are only informative. Only the primaries
are normative. The tolerances for the primaries are shown
in the next table.
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According to ISO 12647-2, at least 68% of the printed
copies must be within tolerance, and this is achieved by
checking samples at a high enough frequency. The values
for Deviation relate to the OK sheet, while the values for
Variation refer to the sampled sheets during the print run.
Target values in the previous tables all refer to entirely
dry ink and paper, however drying time influences
spectral readings. Measurements must be done with a
spectrophotometer.

Grey balance
ISO 12647-2 provides only informative values for grey
balance on press. However SPP recommends adding grey
balance control to the control methods. It uses a formula
for calculating a paper-relative grey balance, which is also
useful when printing on papers that are slightly outside
the tolerances for ISO 12647-2’s five paper types. This
formula is expected to be used in the next edition of ISO
12647-2.

Once CIE Lab aim values are fully determined the
corresponding density values can be calculated and used
as target values in daily process control, but these values
must be regularly validated to ensure that the CIE Lab
values are still correct.
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The ISO 12647-2 standard includes various curves to
control halftone gradations called TVI (Tone Value
Increase), which are essentially dot gain curves. The
seven curves correspond to the expected TVI for CMY
and Black on the one hand, and the expected TVI for the
five different paper types, on the other. The curves are
Page 1
also dependant on whether positive
or negative repro
film is used prior to plate making, so they are not relevant

The Formula
For a given brightness (L*-value) the requested a*- and
b*-values in the grey balance patch shall be calculated
by multiplying the a*- and b*-values with the L*-value,
Page 1
divided by the L*-value of the paper.
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TVI-curves
TVI 30 %
F

25 %

E
D

20 %

C
B

15 %

A

10 %

5%

0%
0%

10 %

20 %

30 %

40 %

50 %

60 %

70%

80 %

90 % 100 %
Film or data tone value

A

B

C

CMY for pos plates Pt 1&2

CMY for pos plates Pt 3
and K for pos plates Pt 1&2

CMY for pos plates Pt 4&5
and K for Pt3
and CMY for neg plates Pt 1&2

D

K for pos plates Pt 4&5
and K for neg plates Pt 1&2
and CMY for neg plates Pt 3

E

F

CMY for neg plates Pt 4&5
and K for neg plates Pt 3

K for neg plates Pt 4&5

The ISO standard 12647-2 have recommendation for what a reasonable TVI (Tone Value Increase
or Dot Gain) should be, related to the different paper types and prepress conditions.

Registration & the smallest dot
ISO 12647-2 specifies tolerances for registration (image
positioning) and the smallest printable screen dot size
(tone value reproduction limits) for paper weights over 65
g/m2. According to SPP the registration should be within
0.1 millimetre. Screen dots of 3% and 97% should be
reproduced consistently.
All of the topics covered in this article need to be
understood both by publishers and print media
producers, in order to implement ISO 12647-2 fully.
Subsequent articles describing SPP will focus on overall
quality control for the business and provide an executive
summary for management.

As mentioned in a part 1 of this article on SPP, for an ISOcompliant print run the OK-sheet shall have a smaller colour
deviation than 5 ∆E (Delta E). The variation during the print run
should ideally not exceed 2 ∆E, and shall not exceed 4 ∆E.

– Laurel Brunner
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Fespa Digital
Does the Job

which has so far not managed to attract much of the wide
format constituency.
Extending one’s business into new print applications
is of course easier said than done, and for commercial
printers who lack knowledge and customer confidence
it can be a big ask. Fortunately Fespa Digital exhibitors
demonstrated a full range of possibilities, including some
interesting new technologies.

Barcelona is one of Europe’s great design cities so
we came to this year’s Fespa Digital with a vague
expectation of visual craziness in all its aspects.
So ambling into an atmosphere of seriousness and
business pragmatism was a bit of a letdown, but this
atmosphere of seriousness reflects the fact that the digital
signage business is growing up and that its commercial
potentials have outstripped its novelty value. No longer
dominated by hordes of creative types and students, the
Fespa Digital aisles thronged with commercial printers as
well as sign and display makers. The show attracted well
over its 10,000 visitor target, with only a third of visitors
coming from Spain. For another third of these visitors
this was their first trip to a Fespa Digital show.

For instance, Lynx is a relatively new player on the European scene founded by ex-Augent and Barco engineers.
The company has developed the 250FB-UV flatbed engine
(2.5 x 1m) and the 3.2 metre wide 320PQ roll fed engine

New Print Opportunities
The barriers between sign and display making
and commercial print are clearly eroding as digital
technologies spread across the print landscape, creating
opportunities for services previously impossible to
support. Digital data processing means that content files
can be delivered and output to any destination device. It
means that content can be managed and presented in a
completely device and process independent way. For print
buyers and marketing professionals this means channel
independence, something clever printers recognise.

Visitors to Fespa Digital got a chance to see the HP L28500 in
live production for the first time.

which uses bio inks. Sun Innovations, which is 50%
owned by the Russian state, presented the Neo UV-LED
Evolution available in 1.6 or 2.5m configurations. Sun
also offers versions for printing on glass or at very high
speeds (120sqm/hour), and all of them use the company’s
own SunFlower ink.
In addition, the Fespa organisers provided a comprehensive
series of conferences and workshops to help printing
companies improve how they answer customer needs,
from improved colour management through to carbon
foot printing. The show included conferences dedicated
to Planet Friendly Printing and to Narrow Format print,
and Print Shop Live so that visitors could see wide format
production in action.

For this reason commercial and wide format printers
alike came to Fespa Digital. And the show, positioned
now to support these different constituencies of interest,
did not disappoint. Commercial printers have got shed
loads of engines and substrates to look at, and wide
format professionals had ample opportunity to consider
the wisdom of a narrow format move.
According to the organisers, more such options will be
presented to future Fespa Digital audiences, including
electronic delivery such as digital signage. This is good
for Fespa, its members and its members’ target markets.
It is perhaps less good for competing shows such as IPEX

Considering that this is a drupa year, the traffic and new
technology in Barcelona were impressive. Many of the
new technologies we saw at the show reflect the signs
of the times: lower price tags than they might have had
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a few years ago, emphasis on efficiency and savings, and
heavy sustainability messaging. The reduced costs reflect
the overall drop in prices for digital tools as a whole, but
they also reflect the economies of scale that come with a
growing market and competitiveness.

to appreciate too much competition from other latex
options.
The Mimaki latex inks are available in seven colours
(CMYK, Lc, Lm, white) and consist of a pigmented
resin. Once printed, the media is heated so that the

Techno News
Mimaki stole the limelight in terms of new products. The
company has introduced a new latex ink and completely
new engine technology to exploit it. To date HP has

Mimaki’s new JV400 160 LX engine prints latex ink and we
understand is about €4500 more than the HP Designjet L26500.
Visitors to the Mimaki stand told us that this was easily justified
by the low power consumption and throughput savings Mimaki
is claiming for substrate changeovers.

resin dissolves to form a flexible membrane around the
pigments. According to Mimaki, these inks have a wider
colour gamut, which is 20% better in the yellows than
HP’s latex ink. These new inks also cure at 40-60ºC so
they require less energy and less heat. This means that a
broader range of substrates can be used, including those
that are very thin or sensitive to heat. Colour resistance is
strong and in tests Mimaki has seen less than 10% fading
after three years’ light exposure. Rub resistance is “better
than some of our competition”. We tried to scratch the
ink, crumple and gouge this off of a number of surfaces,
with no success whatsoever.
This counter top was printed using Mimaki’s new latex ink.
Against the company’s advice the café on the show floor at
Fespa Digital did not laminate the material before putting it
onto the counter. This photo was taken a couple of hours before
the four-day show ended and the surface had been wiped and
cleaned a gazillion times.

Mimaki’s latex ink was introduced alongside two new
engines, one of which it was specifically designed for. The
JV400LX uses the new latex ink and the JV400SUV uses
another new ink, SUV (Solvent UV). SUV is a combination
of solvent and UV curable inks and Mimaki claim it
is unique in the market and that these engines offer a
20-25% energy saving.

had the monopoly on latex inks, but we expect several
companies to follow Mimaki’s lead in introducing latex
ink alternatives this year. While pleased (-ish) not to be
alone in the latex lane, neither HP nor Mimaki is likely

Each model of the JV400 is available in two versions for
1.3m and 1.6m output widths. The 1.6m version costs
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€30,000 and the 1.3m one only €2,000 less, so we aren’t
really sure who would buy the smaller machine. It is
possible that these models are intended for sale in different
markets. The new piezo heads have 1280 nozzles each
and the imaging units have two heads inline. They print
variable dot sizes the smallest of which can be 4 picolitres.

is EU REACH compliant and Ilford has a patent pending.
Although there has been interest from other companies
to take the BioMedia technology on an OEM basis, Ilford
is not yet in a position to confirm any such industry
partnerships.
One company who is starting to ramp up its partnership
model is GMG which has moved quite aggressively into the
wide format space over the last couple of years. Following
its acquisition of Aurelon, developers of the PrintFactory
production management technology, GMG has been

Although solvent engines still sell well in many markets,
Mimaki is seeing a decline overall in solvent ink sales, so
the new SUV ink provides a good means of transition
both for Mimaki and for its customers. The JV400s print
18.1sqm/hour at 900 x 900 dpi, and are much faster
in draft mode. As white ink is prone to sedimentation
these engines have a circulating pump for white ink that
runs all the time. This means that there should be no
sedimentation or clogging, and less need for as much
purging. The use of white as a foundation layer also means
more brilliant colours are possible.

Green Meanies
With the notable exception of the EcoPrint show,
exhibition organisers and manufacturers have been
pretty quiet about the whole green thing of late, but
that changed at Fespa. HP and Mimaki both pushed the
environmental friendliness of latex ink. Ilford, a Swiss
coatings company that has a history almost as long as
Kodak’s, introduced BioMedia. Officially launched at the
show, this new substrate has been developed in response
to industry requirements for green products that reach
beyond individual buyer preference, to Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) policies.

Yukan Tanabe, Epson’s corporate director for signage and
new markets in Europe, demonstrated Epson’s new SureColor
SC-S30600, a 64ins roll-fed printer priced at €13,000. Resolution
is up to 1440x1440 dpi, and the printing speed up to 29.4 sqm/
hour.

busily developing Production Server, which works in
wide as well as narrow format production environments.
The suite includes everything a printer needs to manage
colour so that “wherever colour goes it stays that colour”.

BioMedia is fully biodegradable and consists of a base layer
coated with the Ilford Universal Layer. Ilford claim this
layer can be put onto any sort of substrate and that media
coated with it yield excellent quality and less ink drying
time. Ilford has a wide range of products in the BioMedia
line, including films, boards and laminates, which it claims
provide an alternative substrate to environmentally nasty
media such as PVCs and vinyls.

GMG Production Server includes PDF editing, RIP
technology, workflow management and colour magic.
This first version is not based on the Adobe PDF Production
Engine however, a shortcoming GMG recognises and
plans to fix in a later version if required. With the current
version files with transparencies in them have to be
bounced out of production to be flattened which causes
a halt. Production Server is essentially a multifunctional
communications tool that keeps all parts of the workflow
informed about files in production. This follows the

In principle the biodegradability of BioMedia is pretty
straightforward. Under anaerobic conditions (ie without
oxygen) the base degrades in the normal way and the
Universal coating turns into a benign dust. The material
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principles of JDF but GMG is using XML to communicate
metadata to prepress, press, finishing equipment and MIS.
The suite has all the tools required for consistent colour
appearance matching and ink optimisation, with over 800
device drivers, plus finishing tools and full shape testing.
According to GMG the suite can save 20-25% in production
time and costs, including 17% in ink savings alone. Prices
start at €5000 with extra for different modules and device
drivers, according to the device’s format, the number of
clients and throughput needs.
Fespa Digital 2012 was a successful show. However, even
though Océ introduced a lower cost version of the Arizona
and Epson the 1.6m SureColor designed for economy,
many major manufacturers such as Agfa, Fujifilm and
HP were clearly saving their powder for drupa in May.
We can expect some substantial wide format news at that
show, another indicator that the boundaries between
wide and narrow format printing are steadily breaking
down. Whether commercial printers should see this as
an opportunity or a threat most likely depends on their
relationships with bank managers. Fortunately most
manufacturers offer financing options. Time to start the
conversation perhaps.

– Laurel Brunner
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CtP update

New developments
Sean Lane, product manager of offset solutions for
Fujifilm UK, says that there’s no major technology changes
or inventions occurring in the computer-to-plate sector:
“Most of the equipment changes are evolution, such as

Much of the talk in recent months has focussed on
digital printing but the vast majority of printing is
still carried out with conventional printing, so we
wanted to see what is happening in the computer-toplate sector.
Common sense would seem to indicate that as digital
printing becomes more commonplace so there must be
a corresponding drop in conventional offset printing.
Yet, the three main plate manufacturers, Agfa, Kodak
and Fujifilm, all agree that although there is clearly a shift
towards digital printing, there hasn’t been a corresponding
decline in plate sales. Pat Holloway, marketing manager
for Kodak UK says: “The plate business is still a good
business and we are still developing new plates.”
This is partly because as run lengths drop so the number
of plate changes has gone up. However, although there
is still a healthy market for the plates themselves, there
does seem to have been a drop in demand for platesetters.
Brian Filler, managing director of Screen UK, says that
the business is not what it was, but adds: “There are some
sales because people are buying faster presses and they
need to reinvest in their platesetters, especially if they
are investing in multiple unit presses where you need 10
plates in a very short time so there is a pressure to increase
productivity. We will have a 70 plate per hour B1 machine
at drupa.”

Sean Lane, product manager of offset solutions for Fujifilm UK.

a few more plates per hour or a lower cost of investing
in technology.” He says that customers do look for faster
platesetters, not necessarily for producing a greater
number of plates but simply to get jobs on press quicker.

Digital has had less impact on some sectors such as
packaging and newspapers where there is still a fairly
strong demand for computer to plate. However, there is
a general agreement that it’s the emerging markets such
as the Far east, India and Russia that are now driving the
sales for CtP, as western markets, and particularly Europe,
struggle to throw off the economic problems. Filler says
there are a number of factors affecting the UK market:
“It’s a combination of saturation in the market place and
there’s a lot of companies going bankrupt and so a lot
of opportunities for second hand equipment. Some of
that equipment is not very old so it’s fair to say that the
CtP market has dropped quite dramatically in the UK.”
Presumably, this is also true for much of Western Europe.

Holloway agrees that efficiency is the main driving force,
noting: “As the run lengths get shorter you need a faster
device to keep up with that.” He says that this is also tied
in with a move towards greater automation with some
companies aiming for ’lights out’ production as a way of
taking cost out of litho production.
Last year Screen launched the HD8900Z, an 8-up thermal
device capable of delivering 65 plates per hour at a
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resolution of 2,400dpi. Screen claims that it uses nine
percent less power per plate than previous models. There
are S and E models, which offer lower productivity of 43
and 34pph respectively, at lower cost. Agfa and Fujifilm
both rebadge the Screen devices.

make these a viable option. There’s a four-up and eight-up
series as well as a VLF series for billboards and packaging.
This will handle plates up to 1,560 x 3,170mm. They all
come with options for automatic and semi-automatic
loading.

Kodak’s flagship model is the Magnus 800, capable of
producing 60 plates per hour. There’s an automatic pallet
loader that can load up to 600 plates, and an Intelligent
Prepress Manager to maximise unattended operation.

The split between thermal and violet technologies largely
comes down to format size. The VLF market is exclusively
thermal as there are no violet platesetters at that size.
Lane says that the majority of the eight-page market is

As regards new plates, Fujifilm has just announced Brillia
HD LH-PXE, a positive working thermal plate designed
for long run lengths of up to 500,000 impressions, which
can be extended to one million impressions by baking. It
uses a new double layer emulsion, which is said to be more
durable and requires minimal laser power. It’s compatible
with Fujifilm’s Zac processor for reduced chemistry usage
and minimal cleaning.
Meanwhile Kodak is launching a new plate, the Sonora
XP, an upgraded version of the processless Thermal
Direct. This is said to be faster and to have better latent
image contrast.

Kodak has just announced this Sonora XP process-less plate,
which it claims is faster and easier to work with.

Thermal or violet

also thermal but adds: “There are some large customers
that are still using violet and are investing in violet.” He
continues: “We have moved the plates to low chemistry
and there’s nothing wrong with violet but there’s a wider
choice of plates and daylight working with thermal.”

The market is still split between two major technologies,
violet and thermal 830nm, though some manufacturers
have also looked at using conventional plates with UV
CtP imaging. But Lane is dismissive of this, pointing out
that most manufacturers have concentrated all their
efforts on further enhancing CtP plates and are winding
down their capacity for producing conventional plates, as
demand is also dropping. He says: “We have technically
more advanced CtP plates than conventional plates. We
can process eight to ten times as many CtP plates with
lower chemical waste and maintenance than we can with
conventional plates. So the plates might be a little cheaper
but when you add in the cleaning and chemicals and the
lower quality then it’s not a benefit.”

There’s much more of a mixture amongst the smaller
formats, mainly because there are a number of violet plate
setters around. Lane says that going back a few years the
thermal plates had been more expensive but that there is
little difference in cost now: “A plate is a plate and they are
all a standard market price.”
However, ECRM still favours violet technology for its
Mako range. Sales director Ken Tucker says that ECRM
has made thermal devices for other companies, noting:
“They are more expensive to manufacture and the lasers
don’t last as long as with violet.” ECRM has mostly
concentrated on the newspaper market, last year adding
the NewsMax to its lineup. It too will be launching a new

However, it should be noted that BasysPrint, now owned by
Xeikon International, has developed a range of UV setters
specifically to image onto conventional UV-sensitive
plates. BasysPrint say that these plates are cheap enough to
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Holloway points out that some people do still like
processed plates, particularly for long runs though he
notes that people don’t tend to bake plates as much
as they used to. But he does say that they want to use
less chemistry, adding: “A lot of companies have got
sustainable business practices.”

Conclusion
The other big news that could affect this sector is the
difficulties at Kodak. Holloway says that this has not
affected the European market as it is a separate business
entity. He adds: “Most of the plates are made in Europe
and the devices come mainly from China and Israel so
there’s no problem there. As long as we don’t have any
disruptions to the lines and to the deliveries then it’s fine.”

Very large format platesetters, such as this Platerite Ultima 24000
from Screen, all use thermal plates.

B1 device at drupa, which should be more cost-effective
than it’s current offering.

However, Lane says that Fujifilm has had enquiries from
customers worried about supplies and that a number of
Kodak customers have arranged plate tests, with some also
switching their business. But he adds that the main effect
is that customers that were planning capital investments
have delayed for the time being, no doubt waiting to see
what happens with the Kodak situation.

ECRM also uses DM screening, or Digital Modular, as
developed by HamillRoad software. This effectively
combines the best of AM and FM screening, giving high
quality results that can be used on most jobs. Tucker says
that this can overcome any perceived quality difference
between violet and thermal plates.

Chemistry-free

But in difficult economic conditions such as we are
experiencing now, it is only to be expected that people
would delay capital expenditure. Some of this can also be
put down to the ’drupa affect’ with customers waiting to
see what’s unveiled at the show and to get a feel for the
way that technology is evolving. Whatever the impact
of digital, it’s certainly clear that offset printing, and
therefore computer-to-plate prepress is likely to be with
us for some considerable time still.

Lane says that the market for process less plates is still
growing rapidly, mainly amongst the smaller users.
He explains: “There’s still a premium for the newer no
process and low chem products but if they have to run
an expensive processor than paying a few pence more for
a plate might be a good solution for a small number of
plates. But if you have a lot of plates then a processor could
be a lower cost option.” He notes that it’s a commercial
decision, adding: “There’s still a large interest in trying to
be green but also trying to save costs.”

– Nessan Cleary

Agfa has said that it expects environmentally friendly
plates to dominate the shorter run commercial print
market. It has concentrated its efforts in this area on its
Chemistry-free Azura plates, based on ThermoFuse
technology. These are available in both thermal and
violet flavours, as Azura TS and Vi respectively. These are
complemented by a range of platesetters and gumming
units.
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28. Royal Society of Arts (3)

X-word Puzzle

29. General Auditing and Accounting Principles (4)
30. Above the midtone? (8)

Number 35*

31. When something is assessed or evaluated. (5)
32. Look before you do this. (4)

This is a strange puzzle, with no particular theme and some
very curious answers. We hope you enjoy it.

33. Man oh man that image is so seventies. (5)
34. What all of us appreciate for a job well done. (6)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

8

10
12

14

35. Free Windows antivirus software. (3)
37. Definitely not keen on organisation. Not pro plus? (4-4)

11

13

15

38. Your get fat if you eat too many of these. (4)

16
17

18

19

21

20

22

23

39. The process of compressing data files? Or all and sundry?
(5)

28

41. Like a nipper but maybe tighter? (7)

24
25

26

27

29

30

43. The digital word extraordinaire. (5)

31
32
34

33

46. Those upgrades that come between the really important
ones. (17)

35
36

37

38

41

39 40

42

43

50. In ISO 12647 these are not clearly stated. (3, 4, 14)

44

45
46

47

48

49

Down

50

1. Decent colour depends on it. Immaculate and lined up. (7,
12)

Across

2. Digital presses are ideal for this application. (9, 8)

1. Urgent job, failing preflight. This is what and when you
need. Pay down first, immediately. (3, 10, 5, 3)

3. Finger a number? (5)
4. Metadata in a workflow does this among others. (5, 3, 4)

9. The study of how liquids, such as inks, flow. (8)

5. Benny Lander is said to be planning its introduction at
drupa. (11, 5)

10. Assisted? (5)
12. What reactions depend on. (7)

6. The technology most under threat from digital presses. (6,
11)

14. Say again? (4)

7. How much money printers used to make, and how they
miss it. (5)

15. @
16. The general condition of printer’s ink, the title of a George
Harrison song to do with legs and skiis. Frank Zappa wanted
to keep it that way. (7)

8. The new area of interest for RIP and colour management
developers. (4, 6, 9)

18. To encourage in a pointed sort of a way. (4)

11. Do It Yourself (3)

20. Negative. (2)

13. Domain name for Nauru. (2)

21. Maximise it for profitability. (10)

15. Enhance. (7)

22. Upright metal bars that mark a boundary. (8)

17. Intellectual Property. (2)

24. A vital menu item for those who won’t read manuals. (4)

19. Gets you where you need to be on the web. (3)

25. Necessary to do in order to etch a plate? (5)

23. To expand or distort. (7)
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Number 34 – Answers

26. Highly profitable printed matters. (2, 6, 5)
27. PDF, .doc, .xml all are examples. (7)

E

36. The Greek alphabet’s fourteenth letter. (2)
38. For or each in Latin. (3)

E

X

S

T

T
H

I

40. Black sticky stuff. (3)

E

I

F
B

I

N

L

T

E

42. What we all want to avoid. (3)

B
T

P

A

R

45. You’ll find it somewhere between the white space and the
solids. (4)
47. Another way of expressing dot gain? (3)

E

A

P

N

R

48. Optical Brightening Agents (3)

E

49. Without one of these a software development tool is
useless. (3)

S

I

G

M

O

W

K

A

I

K

I

D

O

T

R

E

C

L

N

Q

P

H

A
N

C

H

K

R
O

W

L

O

N

U

E

G

M

E

E
C

A

N

N

N

E

E

S

V

E

I

D

G

G

G

C

R

A

N

E

I

E

E

E

M

A

L

E

A
R

I

A

A
G

N

L

O

G

R

R

A

E

R

T

A

I

N

I

T
A

Y

C
S

G
G

L
I

A
K

A
L

L

O
P

E
T

L
E

S
D

T

R

A

O

U

M

H

L

M

E
E

A

L

E

A

N

R

T

E

E

T

M
N

V

O

M

B

R

N

S

E

V

O

K

G

C
O

O

O

E

S

*If you get stuck, the answers are at http://www.digitaldots.org

C
H

I

I

P

44. A very long time. (3)

E

E

G
R

S
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